
 

 

BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOL, PITAMPURA, DELHI – 110034 
Weekend Activities 

Class IX-X 

Subject: Art                           

Topic  :- Odisha Pattachitra / Kalamkari Art Form 

This week let us work on the various Art forms prevalent in India. Along with the 

drawings we will also learn something more about these forms. 

1. Odisha Pattachitra are the folk paintings of Orissa based on life of Lord Krishna. 
2.  Kalamkari belongs to Andhra Pradesh. In this form of painting pen is used and it 

is generally done on textile. 

Task:- Create a beautiful wall hanging using any one of the given art forms. 

Material required 

 Pencil, eraser, and scale 

 Colours/ Crayons and Sketch Pens 

 Cardboard pieces that can be taken from old notebook covers 

 Ribbons of any colour 

 You can use any type of decorative material available at home to decorate your 

wall hanging. 

Write a few lines on both the folk-art forms given above. 

You may take reference from the internet also. 

                              

Odisha Pattachitra                                                                 Kalamkari Painting 

(Sample images for your reference) 



 

 

BHUJO TOH जानें   

Subject: Critical Thinking 

PUZZLE 1 

 

Offshore oil-drilling operations involve an unavoidable risk of an oil spill but importing oil 

on tankers presently involves an even greater risk per barrel of oil. So, if we are to 

lessen the risk of an oil spill without reducing our oil usage, we must invest more in 

offshore operations and import less oil on tankers. 

 

Which of the following, if true, seriously weakens the above argument? 

 

A. Importing oil on tankers is currently less expensive than drilling for it offshore. 

 

B. Tankers can easily be redesigned so that their use entails less risk of an oil spill. 

 

C. The impact of offshore operations on the environment can be reduced by careful 

management. 

 

D. Oil spills caused by tankers have generally been more serious than those caused 

by offshore operations. 

 

PUZZLE 2: 

 

Direction for the question: 

The question is based on a passage or a set of conditions. Select the best answer 

from the choices given below: 

 

In contrast to the earlier predictions, demand for sugarcane has not risen in recent 

years, yet, even though production amounts and price have also been stable during the 

last 3 years. Last year, sugarcane growers increased their profits by more than 10% 

over the previous year’s level. 

Any of the following statements, if true, about last year, helps explain the rise in profits 

EXCEPT: 

 



 

 

A.  Sugar factories that are large consumers of sugarcane increase their production 

of sugarcane-based ethanol, yet their overall consumption of sugarcane 

decreased. 

 

B. Rainfall in sugarcane-growing regions was higher than it had been during 

previous year, allowing the growers to save money on expensive artificial 

irrigation.  

 

C. Sugarcane growers have saved money on wages by switching from paying 

labourers a daily wage to paying them by the amount harvested. 

 

D. Many small sugarcane growers together formed an association of sugarcane 

producers and began to buy supplies at low prices. 

PUZZLE 3 

Alzheimer’s disease is a brain functioning related disease and here is a small test to see 
if your brain is working fine. 

There is a butterfly, a bat, and a duck in the picture. Can you find them? 

 

 

 



 

 

PUZZLE 4: 

Complete the given terms/phrases by using names of our body parts: - 

1. ________ biting finish 
2. ________ the line 
3. ________ opener 

4. ________ dive 

 

 

PUZZLE 5: 

 

  

 

 



 

 

Subject: Meal Planning 
 
Summer Cool Salad 
 

Here is a simple recipe of a quick and refreshing summer salad. 

 
Ingredients  

 

 Apple……………..1 
 

 Cucumber………..1 
 

 Mint Leaves………. a few 
 

 Salt………………..to taste 
 

 Pepper Powder….1/2 tsp 
 

 Honey……………...1 tsp 
 

 Lemon Juice………..1tsp 
 
Method 
Step1: To begin making the Apple Cucumber Salad, slice or cube the apple and the 
cucumber.  
 
Step 2: In a large mixing bowl, combine these with honey, lemon juice, crushed black  
pepper and salt to taste.  
 
Step 3: Add a few chopped mint leaves and toss well. Keep the Apple Cucumber  
Salad chilled until ready to serve. 



 

 

One Minute Choco lava Cake 
 

An all-time favourite delicacy. 
  

Ingredients  
 

 Flour…………………..2 tbsp 
 

 Cocoa Powder………..1 tbsp 
 

 Castor Sugar………….2 tbsp 
 

 Melted Butter/Oil………2 tbsp 
 

 Baking Powder………..a pinch 
 

 Milk…………………….3-4 tbsp 
 

 Dark Chocolate Cubes...2-3 
 
 
 
Method 

 
Step 1:  Take a microwave safe mug or a bowl and add all the given ingredients in it  
except the dark chocolate cubes. 
 
Step 2: Mix it well using a fork until it reaches a smooth dropping consistency. You  
may adjust the amount of milk used. 
 
Step 3: Place the dark chocolate cubes in the centre and cover with the batter. 
 
Step 4: Microwave for a minute and serve hot. 

 



 

 

PUT ON YOUR THINKING CAP 

Subject: Mental Ability 

LEVEL II 

(Answer Key to the Mental Ability Worksheet shared on 15 May 2020) 

 

1. A 

2. C 

3. B 

4. D 

5. D 

6. B 

7. D 

8. B 

9. C 

10.  A 

11.  A 

12.  A 

13.  C 

14. (i)   C   (ii)    B    (iii)   D 


